1st Tenor Saxophone

As recorded by Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band

High Maintenance

Shuffle Feel - Play 3 Times
Bed Time Only

Cresc.
As recorded by Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band

**High Maintenance**

2nd Tenor Saxophone

---

**Shuffle Feel - Play 5 Times 3rd Time Only**

- 10 beats: Shuffle Feel, Play 3 Times
- 20 beats: Shuffle Feel, 3rd time only
- 30 beats: Shuffle Feel, 3rd time only
- 40 beats: Shuffle Feel, 3rd time only
- 50 beats: Shuffle Feel, 3rd time only

---

**Crescendo**

- 20 beats: Crescendo
- 30 beats: Crescendo
- 40 beats: Crescendo
- 50 beats: Crescendo

---

**Lay Back**

- 20 beats: Lay Back
- 30 beats: Lay Back
- 40 beats: Lay Back
- 50 beats: Lay Back

---

**Open for Solos**

- 20 beats: Open for Solos
- 30 beats: Open for Solos
- 40 beats: Open for Solos
- 50 beats: Open for Solos

---

**Play All Times**

- 20 beats: Play All Times
- 30 beats: Play All Times
- 40 beats: Play All Times
- 50 beats: Play All Times

---

**Cresc.**

- 20 beats: Cresc.
- 30 beats: Cresc.
- 40 beats: Cresc.
- 50 beats: Cresc.

---

**ff**

- 20 beats: ff
- 30 beats: ff
- 40 beats: ff
- 50 beats: ff

---

**mf**

- 20 beats: mf
- 30 beats: mf
- 40 beats: mf
- 50 beats: mf